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Your shopping journey starts from Hotel Éclat Beijing
Capital of an ancient empire and steeped in mystery with over
three millennia of history to offer, Beijing is a city to inspire
and a journey to experience. A glorious antiquity lies within
these decorated walls of stone, bustling streets, and peaceful
gardens. A metropolis where modernity and history unite,
Beijing’s treasures have made it the center of culture and art in
China.

HOTEL ÉCLAT BEIJING

DAY
ONE

Pan Jia Yuan Antique Market
Step off the typical tourist trail and venture to this
fascinating assortment & antique Pan Jia Yuan
Market, one of China’s largest flea markets with
more than 3,000 registered stallholders.

Check-In
Settle in and get comfortable at your new
home away from home and unwind while
surrounded by your room’s artistic vibe.

Arrival

Li Qun Roasted Duck
TThe Beijing duck served at here is prepared and cooked
in the same way as it was for Qing dynasty Empress Cixi,
according to its founder and head chef.

Liu Li Chang Culture Street
Spend half day at Beijing’s famous Liu Li Chang culture
street where you'll find one of China's oldest and
largest bookshops, selling vintage reprints of ancient texts
as well as calligraphy supplies.

DAY
TWO

TaiKoo Li Sanlitun
Morning Jogging at Ritan Park
Built in 1530, this is one of the oldest parks in Beijing that once
served as an altar site. Now it is a pleasant place for walking
& jogging around extensive gardens and a small lake.

Taikoo Li Sanlitun is one of Beijing’s most popular
lifestyle destinations. This sleek plaza - a favorite
of expats and hip locals - is ringed with over 200
retail outlets and more than 40 dining outlets.
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The Famous Silk Market
Enjoy Beijing’s Night Life at Nali Patio
Several floors of great eats and boutiques,
including Migas, Niajo, Mosto, Moka Bros, and High Town.
Find a roof top bar here and it is time to relax.

Silk Market Beijing, is a prosperous shopping market in
the city. Used to be an outdoor market, it now becomes a
shopping mall, which accommodates over 1,000 retailers and
is regarded as one of the symbols of Beijing together with the
Great Wall, the Summer Palace, and roast duck. Many foreign
visitors, including some celebrities, enjoy Silk Market Beijing
for shopping or having their clothes tailor-made.

DAY
THREE

Shopping at Parkview Green FangCaoDi
Refreshing Breakfast
Embark on your journey starting with a delicious and nutritious
breakfast at Éclat Lounge or serve directly at your room.

Parkview Green FangCaoDi is in one of Beijing's prime locations, right
in the heart of the Central Business District. Beijing has never seen
a building like this before, a stunningly-designed, environmentallyfriendly and spectacular piece of modern architecture, thus made it
become the first integrated commercial project to be awarded LEED
Green Building Rating System Platinum certification. It is set to become
an iconic landmark of the capital city, with office towers, a shopping
mall and an art museum.

A Shopaholic’s Paradise

Dinner at Opera Bombana
Taste the art of Italian cuisine at Chef Umberto Bombana’s
restaurant, delivering a unique interpretation of great
Italian food in the forms of restaurant, bakery, pastry,
cocktails and coffee.

Afternoon Tea at George's Bar
The exquisite Afternoon Tea menu consists of six sweets
and flavorful fruity desserts. It won’t be complete without
a variety of house made scones along
with gourmet coffee and tea.

#eclatmoments

Instagram
@hotel_eclat_Beijing

Share your best moments at Hotel Eclat Beijing with
your loved ones! We look forward to seeing your best
#eclatmemories!
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Weibo
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Parkview Green, No.9, Dongdaqiao Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, P.R.China 100020
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